
The SpaceDrive Technology
Drive-by-wire in a new dimension



Space Drive is a perfectly coordinated operation 

system including hard- and software with a revolutio-

nary safety concept. It can be individually adapted to 

different safety-relevant applications in the automo-

tive field, for agricultural technology, for construction 

equipment, commercial and special vehicles, the 

defence industry and as a separate branch in the field 

of the mobility of persons with disabilities. The Space 

Drive operation system is a three-step multiple redun-

dant motor driver- and control system for all current 

electric motors (60 A / DC 12 – 24 V) in application 

areas with very high safety requirements. Dependent 

on the application area and the customer requests 

the system can be delivered in subcomponents and 

with especially coordinated software modules. All 

components are street-legal according to ECE-R-13 

and ECE-R-79. Because of the digital steering possi-

bilities the steering column can be omitted. Through 

this innovation one is able to realize completely new 

interior concepts which allow a better circumferential 

visibility to the area of operation, flexible operator 

positions while driving forwards and backwards.

1_Plug sockets
encoded plug systems IP 65
protected against unintended loosening,   
pull and vibration
Extended ambient temperature range  
(-40° - 105° C)

2_High performance processors
3x  128 MHz
Int. 992 kB Flash, 60 kB RAM, 
32 kB Data flash

3_Communication (analog/digital)
2x CAN BUS
2x LIN BUS
2x FlexRay
3x analog input

4_Redundant electric power supply
Galvanically isolated
2x VCC Bat1
2x VCC Bat2
4x GND

5_Motor outputs
per 4 x 35 Amp. Contacts
30 Amp. permanent load
60 Amp. peak load

6_10 Layer HW-metal blank
100 Amp. performance
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The core of our system is the newly developed CPU 

with an optimal coordinated software package and 

a pioneering safety concept. All system components 

are developed, manufactured and tested according 

to strict automotive norms. (ECE-R 13, ECE-R 79 and 

ECE-R 10). The CPU and software assimilate digital 

(CAN/Flex-Ray/LIN) or analog input signals (Joystick, 

steering wheel) in real time with essential vehicle data 

as brake signal or speed. Afterwards these signals 

are given to the servo motors for navigation of gas 

and brake pedals as well as for the steering after a 

logical validity check. As further subcomponents a big 

selection of in-house developed analog input devices 

such as steering wheels with a digital force feedback 

technology, joystick or gas/brake-feeder or rotation 

controls are available. High performance processors 

for control of steering, gas and brake as well as 

especially coordinated safety cable sets top the total 

package of our system.

Safety: 3-times redundant control unit for safety-ba-

sed drive-by-wire/ steer-by-wire applications. The con-

trol tasks are executed in parallel by three identical 

processors which supervise each other continuously. 

Our system therefore exceeds the highest safety 

requirements. The system can be operated without a 

conventional steering column.

Communication: CAN, LIN, FlexRay (3 Amp. per pin)

Environmental conditions: Robust achievement, 

environmentally tested according to ISO 16750 – Part 

5, especially for the application area of mobility.

Extendable: Up to 40 control units are  

scalable with each other.

Connection with own hardware: Customer specific 

extensions are possible - as well for software as for 

hardware.

High driving power: Controlling and regulating up to 

100 A at an ambient temperature of 85˚C.

Modular system design: CPU and software, input 

devices, high performance servo motor, safety cable 

looms, removal systems.

Operating temperature -40°C to +85°C

Storage temperature -40°C to +125°C

Operating voltage 12V DC +10,5V DC to +15V DC

Operating voltage 24V DC +22V DC to +32V DC

Average power output approx. 7A per module per CPU

Languages DE, EN, FR, IT, NL, ES,...

Max. load output 100 Amp

Cycle time 10 ms

Start time to ready less than 10 seconds

Digital I/O 8

Redundancy Triple redundancy

Diagnostic/ Car Interface DTC Triple pin / OBD-II

Max. Load 30A per module (defined) per CPU

BUS systems 2x CAN, 2x FlexRay, 2x LIN
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Example of a dual drive-by-wire system  
with CPU, servomotors, input devices,  

cable sets etc.

Steering solutions 
without mechanical 

connection - 
pure steer-by-wire



• Active redundancy: triple safety and full motor 

performance even if a control circuit fails

• Variable interfaces (analog/digital) for connection  

of various input devices (CAN, LIN, FlexRay)

• Blackbox in all systems of the controller                      

(error memory)

• Enough pedal distance and force in all vehicles, 

even if the vehicle control circuit fails

• Permanent scanning of the component status

• Speed-dependent steering facilitates the same 

driving performance as with  

power-assisted steering at high speeds

• Better braking at low speeds thanks to automatic 

adaptation to the pedal distance and force

• Display menu available in several  

languages

• Clearly described error codes

• Optimal and best design to fit all vehicles

• Connection for driving school panel

• Different throttle curves are available

• Integrated interface

• Password-protected workshop menu

• Innovative modular system of control elements to 

match your individuality

• Unprecedented ergonomics, operability, flexibility 

and durability new perceived value

• Individually adaptable software package

• Made in Germany – fast spare parts  

delivery / high quality

• The Space Drive technology conforms to all 

 relevant standards and regulations in Europe

• 8.500 systems sold worldwide since 2001

• One-click support through our innovative and 

completely new designed diagnostic tool

• ISO-certified and complies with ECE-R79 and ECE-

R 13 and the SAE standard,  

EMC-safe to ECE-R 10, functional safety according 

to ISO 26262 (ASIL D)

What benefits does the joint venture with PARAVAN 

bring you?

Andreas Zink: The Space Drive technology is the 

only system of its kind to be approved for road use 

worldwide and in addition it has the potential to be 

technically and commercially competitive in large-

scale automotive production. About 8500 vehicles 

equipped with Space Drive are currently on the roads 

around the world and have covered over a billion 

kilometres with no accidents. The knowledge that has 

been gained from that will make it possible to get the 

key technologies for autonomous driving on the road 

even sooner.

How important is Space Drive for Schaeffler AG?

Andreas Zink: Space Drive is the leading drive-by-wire 

technology. Unlike other systems of its kind, Space 

Drive has triple redundancy and is therefore

currently the only system in the world to meet the 

highest quality and safety standards. With this key 

technology for autonomous driving, we want to estab-

lish ourselves as a “running gear integrator” in the

chassis sector. We’ll be building on our core compe-

tencies, so this will enable us to gain a technological 

foothold in the rapidly growing future market for 

autonomous driving and drive forward diversification

between the powertrain and the chassis.

When do you expect Space Drive/steer-by-wire to go 

into series production?

The system is due to go into series production in 

2022. We’re already involved with a number of clients 

on specific projects that are going to use the technolo-

gies that were introduced in the Schaeffler Mover,

such as the Schaeffler Intelligent Corner Modules and 

Space Drive. If you look at the bus fleets and their 

routes in big cities, a fleet of Movers used flexibly 

on predefined routes could very rapidly increase the 

efficiency of local public transport. In that market, we 

could soon be talking about product numbers in four 

or five digits. We see ourselves as a running gear inte-

grator, supplying the drive systems and drive control 

systems to a vehicle integrator downstream.

Matthias Zink,

 from the Automotive OEM Board  
at Schaeffler AG.
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Experience
from over 

1 billion driven 
kilometers

Multiple
fail-safe

(fail operational)
security concept! Street-legal  

according to  
ECE-R 10, ECE-R 13 

and ECE-R 79
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